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Good Mapping Design Practices
About the author:
Hi my game name is Iceman and I am the co-owner of Delta Force Reload web site and a keen mapmaker. I
have collected and played all the Novalogic Delta Force titles from Delta Force 1 to the latest Delta Force
Xtreme 2. I have also downloaded and used all the game variations available and I have come to the conclusion
in my opinion the Joint Operations game engine is the most stable and reliable so far.
I have seen many changes over the years in the popularity of the Novalogic Delta Force game series. It still is
my favorite as it is in a league of its own as far as I am concerned, it is still the only game series that supports
cooperation play and approved variations.
Now in my twilight years I have decided to compile a series of document that will aid current gamers, new
gamers and mapmakers alike. I will not be reinventing the wheel but I will be using the works from other
gamers and mapmakers as well as some of my own findings. I will give due credit to others whose work I have
used in compiling these series of documents.

Dedication:
There have been many pioneers over the years that have given a lot to the Delta Force Community to name a
few in no particular order.

A.Bullet
Varg
Luke_Nadewalker
Barra
Joselz

Anoshi
Chaos
Dr Evil (deceased)
Jet
Eagle Eye

Crack Head
7>Snake
Mr. Tarzan
Chrislew

Bongo
Godfather
Oldman
Dave Snow

There are many others past and present and I could fill a few pages of this document listing them all, you know
who you are.
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Authors’ Acknowledgments:
I would like to recognise the follow individual for their valuable help, care and dedication who shepherded this
document through editing and production.
Eagle Eye
Kiwikev
Tedsmelly
Thank you
Iceman
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Design Guidelines:
I have played several missions over the years some good and some not so good, so what are the pro’s and con’s
of designing a good mission. Let’s face it anyone can build a mission using the Mission Editor or Nile it is not
rocket science but what forms good mapping practices, especially for single and cooperative game play.
What should a map designer consider when building missions?
•
•
•

The map should be playable and entertaining
Have a near as possible practical game play
Look good Visually

Planning:
I believe in using good practices in gaining the best possible results when designing a mission. I would suggest
that you plan your mission before trying to create it in the Mission Editor or Nile. Having a good idea of what
you want your mission to contain will make your work go much more efficiently.
I use a program called Microsoft OneNote. I find this program useful in planning my missions it works like a
tabbed notebook with many useful features. Refer to the following diagrams.
OneNote is a place for gathering, organizing, searching, and sharing notes, clippings, thoughts, reference materials, and
other information. All your notes will be visible here — organized by notebooks, sections, and pages.
Notebooks:
Start with one or two.

Sections in the current notebook:
Sections let you organize notes by, topics, or people in
your life. Start with a few in each notebook.

Figure 1 - Microsoft OneNote tabbed notebook
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Pages in the current section:
Create as many note pages in
each section as you want.

Figure 2 - An example of a notebook

I am able to share my notes with other people over the internet which I find useful when seeking opinions from
other mapmakers.
As I stated previous this based on my opinions, experiences and interpretation of missions I have played or
designed. Mapmakers will always differ on what makes a good or bad mission design. The following list is what
I consider should be compulsory for good mission design and game play.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A story line.
Mission briefing.
Mission goals – primary and/or secondary
goals/targets etc.
Environments and Atmospheres.
Item placement.
Realistic A.I actions.
Realistic game play.
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Story Line:
A mission should have a story line or a description which should be the first basis of the mapmaker bag of
tricks. The story line sets the scene for the theme of a mission. The following shows an example of a story line.

Figure 3 - A sample of a story line

As you can see from the example above the story line gives the player some background information for the
mission.

Mission Briefing:
The mission briefing should explain the overall goals a player must achieve to complete the mission. There is
nothing more frustrating and disappointing than starting a mission that gives you no clear directions about the
requirements of the goals you need to complete the mission. As shown below

Figure 4 - A sample of a mission briefing
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Mission Objectives:
Mission Objectives also known as “Win Conditions” are an important part of the mission design, it let’s the
player know what steps he needs to achieve to make the mission a success.

Figure 5 - A Sample of Win Conditions

As you can see from the diagram above there are four mission objectives that must be done before a player
successfully completes the mission.

A player can view these mission objectives in the game by pressing
the “G” key.

Once a mission objective has been done a box found to the left of
the goal is marked as completed.

A map designer can set up to eight mission objectives in a mission. This can add a lot more depth to the game
play.
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When setting mission objectives you need to make them achievable. I have played missions where one of the
mission objectives states “Eliminate all Resistance” or “Eliminate all Forces at Waypoint” and I have
become frustrated because I have been unable to find one or more of the A.I.
Below I have listed some of the common reasons that may cause problems.
A.I attributes settings.
•

A.I. Have a tendency, to follow or hunt a player if the minimum or maximum engagement distances are
not set to stay in one location.

A.I Placed in obscure or unstable locations.
•
•

A.I That, have been placed in to a tunnel may have popped to the surface.
A.I. May have fallen in to wall cavities or through the floor of building.

One solution to the above situation is to set the A.I to a “Group”. That way the mission designer can set up an
“Event” or “Area Trigger” to remove any of the A.I that may be left after a player has passed through the
location.
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Environments and Atmosphere:
To improve the overall feel and appearance of the mission the map designer can choose different
environments. The map designer can also add different elements within the chosen environment that can be
programmed to run during the mission.
A chosen environment will automatically change with the time of day which is built into the game engine but
you will need to experiment by changing the time of day manually when building your mission. Below I have
chosen the c1m03 environment to illustrate the different times.

0700 hrs

1200 hrs

1800 hrs

2300 hrs
Figure 6 - The changing environment
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During the mission you can add the following elements to change the initial environment that was set during
the building process.
•
•
•
•

Rain or snow.
Thunder and or lighting.
Bird and animal sounds.
Environmental sound such as wind and water.

There are more elements you can add but you will need to experiment.
There are some additional considerations to be aware of when using the environment tools. People with
systems that have older hardware may have a problem with some of the environment extras. Such as, lots of
rain, thunder and sounds effects which could cause the mission to lag or even system dump.

Item & Decoration placement:
The most annoying thing I find in missions is items or decorations that have not been placed correctly on the
terrain during the design process. I think it can make a potentially good mission visually disappointing.
Listed below are a few examples of missed placed items or decorations.
•
•
•
•

Tree basis that are not embedded into the terrain.
Buildings that are not placed on the terrain correctly.
Grass or terrain inside building.
Flashing - if items are placed overlapping one another.

Uneven building placement

Grass and terrain showing in structures
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Trees not embedded into the ground

Decorations that hover in midair

Figure 7 - A few examples of missed placed items or decorations.

The examples above are easily fixed by using the tools provided in the Mission Editor or Nile such as.
3D Wire Frame Tool:
The 3D wire frame will render the selected items in 3D view so designers can accurately line up objects in a 3d
space.
It is difficult to precisely line up various objects without it. If you are placing objects inside tunnels, or on the
upper levels of buildings the wireframe will be indispensable for accurate placement. See following pictures.

Figure 8 - Examples views of items in 3D wireframe.

•
•

The yellow colour indicates the object is in focus and above ground level
The red colour indicates the part of the object which is below ground level.
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Tile tool:
The tile tool is a handy 2D art asset that can be placed in the mission to help decorate a location. Tiles are
usually roads, tire tracks, craters, etc.
Only one set of tiles at a time can be used in a mission. So be careful if you change a tile set during the
designing of a mission you may have bomb craters instead of roads.

Figure 9 - Tile Set #10

The following example shows the before and after effects of using a tile underneath a item to eradicate the grass
coming through the floor of the building.

Before

After
Figure 10 - An example of tiles being used
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Realistic A.I Actions:
AI Attributes – Is an important part of making playable or un-playable missions.

Over the years that I have been making and playing coop missions I have come to the conclusion that the AI
set-up has a real effect on how a mission will play.
I have compiled a list of do's and don'ts for the AI's. This of course is my personal assessment based on
playability and fairness during the time I have been designing missions. I expect others to have differing
opinions in the way other map designers build up their game assets.

The Don'ts….
A.I should be not super human in nature their abilities should be relative to the human
player.
A.I default setting should be rarely used.
Do not place A.I behind foliage as the A.I can see through this material and the human player
cannot.

The Do's….
AI attributes should be adjusted to reflect the distance and environment conditions of the
game play.
If the player cannot see the AI the AI should not be able to see the player, especially through
foliage.
To judge the approximate distances use the binoculars to get an approximation of the distance
in meters. This should be used in foggy conditions to give the player the same chances as the
A.I
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A.I. Default Attributes:
When selecting and placing A.I into a mission each has its own individual default attributes section as shown
below.

Figure 11 - Default settings for A.I Attributes.

Weapon Accuracy 1 & 2:
These numbers represent how well the A.I shoots on their first couple of shots and then on subsequent shots.
•
•
•

Lousy shots are 10 and under
Good shots are around 30
Great shots are 50 to 75

However, anyone will hit fairly quickly at close range and the longer an A.I continuously fires at a target the
more accurate they will become.

Fire Timer:
•

This number determines how many seconds the A.I will spend firing at a target before attempting
another action.
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Spawn (WP Pause):
•
•

This has a dual purpose when applied to an A.I it is the number of times they will respawn at their
original start point after being killed.
Respawning A.I should also be covered by the following rules.

1. Respawn A.I out of sight of the player(s), e.g. behind rocks or in buildings
etc.
2. Never Respawn A.I behind a player or players, e.g. if a player or players
have passed through an area where the A.I are respawning then A.I should
be killed off.
3. Never respawn A.I behind or in foliage as this gives an unfair advantage to
the A.I as they can see through the foliage and the player(s) cannot.

•

When applied to a waypoint this is how long an A.I or vehicle will pause at that spot before moving on.

Max Attack Distance:
•

This determines how close a player must approach before the A.I begins to shoot at the player.

Max Engagement Distance:
•

An A.I will not approach any player unit that is further away than the stated distance (in meters).

Min Engagement Distance:
•

A player unit must be this close (in meters) before an A.I will attack.

Difficulty:
Any mission you create as the mission designer will be easily for you to complete as you know what is going to
happen during the game play. Other gamers will find the mission more difficult because they do not know what
to expect. So if a player offers suggestions or makes a comment on the maps difficulty you should in my opinion
consider the player’s comments especially if they tell you they are having trouble. There are ways you can
adjust the difficulty with good mission design.
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Good Ways to Reduce Mission Difficulty:
•
•
•
•
•

Lower A.I accuracy.
Reduce the number of A.I that can see the player at one time.
Set fewer A.I to prone and more to standing.
Set some A.I as cowards or trigger them to run away from the player.
Use events to change the way A.I react in a given situation.

Realistic game play:
Missions need to have a certain flow to them. The opening view of the mission should be pleasant and the first
few moments of the mission should allow the player to get used to the terrain and environment.
The player should not be in immediate danger and should have a good vantage point to figure out what they’ll
be doing.
Once a player begins to move in they should encounter patrols, sentries or points of interest after which the
player should come upon the main objective and be given the opportunity to look it over before attacking.
Completing the primary objectives should be the height of the action in the mission. If the mission requires
extraction there should be one more encounter on the way there.
Listed below are some general guidelines. Not all missions will run like this but they are good guides to good
mission design.

Infill:
•
•
•

Pleasant opening view.
No immediate threats.
A chance to survey area.

Approach:
•
•

Minor action or scenery changes to keep the player interested.
A chance to survey the target.
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Target:
•
•

Action should intensify and be more demanding on the player.
A trickle of A.I is better than a flood; don’t have the player get hit by everything at once.
Avoid having to “Hunt down the last A.I”, make necessary A.I come to the player or exclude far flung
A.I from the win condition.

Withdrawal:
•
•
•

Minor action or scenery changes to keep the player interested.
Extraction area should be obvious.
Don’t try and kill off the player at this point the last fight can be thrilling but not deadly.

Finish:
•

The player should feel accomplishment and not wonder “Why did I Win or Lose”.

Other hints and Tips:
Details:
•

Don’t get wrapped up in triggering small details or events often you can spend too much time on one
scene than should be spent. Players will not sit and watch the A.I move around for long they’re more
likely to just shoot whoever they spot so it’s not as much a matter of “What” the A.I is doing, as
“Where” the A.I is.

Waypoints:
•
•
•

Use the “Spawn Timer” in waypoints to have A.I pause during their patrols. This is a simple way to
give them a little more character.
Set up large patrol loops so you can place multiple A.I on them.
Remember to use area triggers instead of waypoint triggers to set off events when the player reaches a
destination.

Triggering:
•
•
•
•

Trickle A.I out of hiding places by triggering one A.I to run out, if a buddy of theirs dies.
Replace sentries, like guards in towers by using events to have other A.I run up and replace them if they
die.
Send out “Search Parties” of A.I if a player fires from an area or kills a sentry looking over an area.
Redirect some A.I to run for cover when they go to red alert.
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Rules for Tunnels:
When you use tunnel systems in your mission design there are a few things that you should consider.

1. When placing your tunnel pieces together I suggest using the snap tool set to a 1
meter grid, this will help you align the tunnels horizontally so you do not have gaps in
the joins.
2. Use the 3D wireframe tool to align the Z value this will ensure your tunnel pieces are
at the same height vertically.
3. When placing A.I into tunnel complexes make sure they are placed in the center of
the tunnel just above floor level this will stop you’re A.I from popping to the surface.
(Note: There are a few A.I types that do not like being placed into tunnels and will
always pop to the surface)
4. Never place tunnel pieces side by side, as the A.I located in one tunnel will shoot
across to the adjacent tunnel if a player is present. This is because there are no
collision boxes on the tunnels, so the A.I can see through the walls of the tunnel
h
h l

Mission Editor Hints:
•
•

•

For ease of viewing items use the “Height Map” view (F2 key). The items will stand out more against
this background especially on a snowy terrain.
Using the layering function can help save a lot of time when fine tuning missions. Putting items in
layers may seem like a hassle for smaller missions, but when more and more items are added you will
wish you had taken the time to set up the layers function.
When you click the right mouse button with no items selected you can choose “View by Side”; this will
turn all the enemy units to “RED”; all the player units to “BLUE” and all of the neutral items to
“GREEN”. This has advantages when balancing teams for Death Matches, Capture the Flag missions
etc.
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Start Markers:
All types of maps need a start player marker. Multiplayer maps have different markers than the single player
games and should have enough markers for simultaneous spawns of all players.
•
•
•
•

In single player games this will be the “Start Player” marker. Non-team multiplayer games will use the
“Start, DM” marker.
Team games will use the “Start, Red/Blue) Team” markers.
To determine a specific order players are loaded in multiplayer games you may set the number for each
start position in its attributes under waypoints in the number field.
Change the orientation of the player start marker to face a specific direction when joining a mission;
this is usually the direction the player will move off.

This document/tutorial was compiled by Iceman.
Email Address:

iceman@dfreload.com

Web Site:

http://www.dfreload.com
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